**Partner Presence in Borno State - North East Nigeria**

**Partner Presence and Number of Beneficiaries Assisted at LGA level | January 2021**

**SO1 - FOOD ASSISTANCE**

- **BAMA** - 97,722
- **WFP, INTERSOS***
- **DAMBOA** - 157,502
- **MC, WFP, IMC***
- **DIKWA** - 61,231
- **WFP, CARE***
- **GUBIO** - 10,800
- **CRS, NEYIF***
- **GWOZA** - 120,592
- **WFP, PI***
- **JERE** - 214,597
- **AAH, SCL, EYN, ZOA, NEMA, SEMA, CRSS, JDPC***
- **KAGA** - 61,951
- **NEMA, CRS, JDPC, WFP, COOP***
- **KONDUGA** - 131,000
- **NEMA, SCL, EYN, WFP, BOWD***
- **MAFA** - 24,443
- **SCI, EYN, WFP, CAID***

**Legend**
- State Boundary
- LGA Boundary
- Inaccessible LGA

**Individuals Assisted**
- No Data
- < 5,000
- 5001 – 10,000
- 10,001 – 20,000
- > 30,000

- MAGUMERI - 62,271
  - **AAH, WFP, RRI***
  - **CRS, JDPC***
- MAIDUGURI - 210,523
  - **AAH, SCL, EYN, WFP, IMC, NEMA, IMC***
- MOBBAR - 17,685
  - **AAH, WFP, INTERSOS***
- MONGUNO - 170,555
  - **AAH, WFP, ACTED***, **ZOA**
- NGALA - 89,962
  - **WFP, DRC***
- NGAZA - 48,918
  - **WFP, DRC***
- MAGUMERI - 62,271
  - **AAH, WFP, RRI***
  - **CRS, JDPC***

**TOTAL POPULATION ASSISTED IN BORNO STATE**

1.47M

**TOTAL** 1.5M

**SO2 - AGRICULTURE & LIVELIHOODS**

- **BIU** - 10,620
  - **FAO, WFP, DHCB**
  - **DAMBOA** - 6,010
  - **FAO, WFP, DHCB**
  - **DIKWA** - 23,965
  - **WFO, WFP, CARE***
  - **GWOZA** - 7,070
  - **WFO, PI***
  - **JERE** - 1,054
  - **AAH, WFP, STREET CHILD**
  - **KONDUGA** - 1,435
  - **FAO**
  - **MAIDUGURI** - 3,100
  - **WFP, STREET CHILD**

**Legend**
- State Boundary
- LGA Boundary
- Inaccessible LGA

**Individuals Assisted**
- No Data
- < 5,000
- 5001 – 10,000
- 10,001 – 100,000
- > 100,001 – 200,000
- > 200,000

**TOTAL Populations Assisted**

SO1

885K

SO2

53k

**USSASSISTED**

In-Kind

594K

Cash/Vouchers

4k

**Disclaimer**
This dashboard captures information available at the moment of production based on partners' reporting. It reflects unique individuals assisted (without double counts) as some beneficiaries were assisted under both SO1 and/or WFP. **Organization** Partners who also implement activities with FAO and/or WFP.

**Boundary and names shown on the map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the UN.**


**Contact** Nigeria Food Security Sector

[http://fscluster.org/niger](http://fscluster.org/niger)
**SO1 - FOOD ASSISTANCE**

- Bade - 3,037
  - WFP, COOPI*
- Damaturu - 12,288
  - WFP, COOPI*
- Geidam - 18,647
  - WFP, COOPI*
- Gsun – 63,991
  - AAH, WFP, COOPI*
- Gulani - 4,344
  - WFP, COOPI*
- Nangere – 2,604
  - AAH
- Michina – 100
  - WFP, CARE
- Nguru – 1,560
  - WFP, CARE

**SO2 - AGRICULTURE & LIVELIHOODS**

- Bade - 2,800
  - FAO
- Geidam – 14,761
  - MC, DRC, COOPI
- Jakusko – 1,050
  - FAO
- Yunusari – 700
  - COOPI, MC, DRC

---

**Partner Presence and Number of Beneficiaries Assisted at LGA level | January 2021**

**In-Kind**
- SO1: 11K
- SO2: 6K

**Cash Vouchers**
- SO1: 113K
- SO2: 27K

---

**TOTAL POPULATION ASSISTED IN YOBE STATE**

- SO1: 124K
- SO2: 33K

**TOTAL**: It refers to unique individuals assisted under SOs (double counts) as some beneficiaries were assisted under both SOs.

---

**SO1 PARTNERS**

- 5
  - Partners with both SO1&2 activities

**SO2 PARTNERS**

- 4

**LEGEND**

- State Boundary
- LGA Boundary
- Inaccessible LGA

**Individuals Assisted**

- No Data
- < 5,000
- 5001 – 50,000
- 50,001 – 100,000
- 100,001 – 200,000
- > 300,000

---

**DISCLAIMER**

- The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the UN.

- Partners who also implement activities with FAO and/or WFP.

---

**MODALITY**

- In-Kind
- Cash Vouchers

**CONTACT**

- Nigeria Food Security Sector
  - info.Nigeria@fscluster.org

**Production date**: 31 January 2021

**Data sources**: FSS SNVs data for January 2021; FSS Partners
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---

**TOTAL**

- It refers to unique individuals assisted under SOs (double counts) as some beneficiaries were assisted under both SOs.

---

**DISCLAIMER**

- Information available at the moment of production based on partners' reporting.
Partner Presence in Adamawa State - North East Nigeria

Partner Presence and Number of Beneficiaries Assisted at LGA level | January 2021

**TOTAL POPULATION ASSISTED IN ADAMAWA STATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODALITY</th>
<th>SO1</th>
<th>SO2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-Kind</td>
<td>46K</td>
<td>16K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash/Vouchers</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL**: It refers to unique individuals assisted (without double counts) as some beneficiaries were assisted under both SOs.

**Disclaimer**: This dashboard captures information available at the moment of production based on partners' reporting.

**SO1 - FOOD ASSISTANCE**

- **MADAGALI** – 10,313
- **MICHIKA** – 13,805
- **YOLA NORTH** – 5,292
- **YOLA SOUTH** – 17,150
- **CISCOPE**

**SO2 - AGRICULTURE & LIVELIHOODS**

- **FURORE**: 2,975
  - FAO, HARAF
- **GIREI**: 700
  - WFP
- **GOMBI**: 700
  - FAO
- **MADAGALI**: 11,970
  - WFP, CCDRN
- **MUBI SOUTH**: 175
  - WFP
- **SONG**: 742
  - FAO

**LEGEND**

- State Boundary
- LGA Boundary
- Inaccessible LGA
- Individuals Assisted
  - No Data
  - < 5,000
  - 5,001 – 50,000
  - 50,001 – 100,000
  - 100,001 – 200,000
  - > 300,000

**TOTAL POPULATION ASSISTED IN ADAMAWA STATE**

- **SO1**: 46K
- **SO2**: 17K

**TOTAL**: It refers to unique individuals assisted (without double counts) as some beneficiaries were assisted under both SOs.

**Contact**: Nigeria Food Security Sector

Production date: 31 January 2021
Data source: FSS TAR data for January 2021
FSS Partners

**PARTNERS**

- **SO1 PARTNERS**
  - 2
  - Partners with both SO1&2 activities

- **SO2 PARTNERS**
  - 5

**TOTAL**: It refers to unique individuals assisted (without double counts) as some beneficiaries were assisted under both SOs.

**Organization**

- FAO
- WFP
- CCDRN
- HARAF

**Legend**

- State Boundary
- LGA Boundary
- Inaccessible LGA
- Individuals Assisted
  - No Data
  - < 5,000
  - 5,001 – 50,000
  - 50,001 – 100,000
  - 100,001 – 200,000
  - > 300,000

**Contact**: Nigeria Food Security Sector

Production date: 31 January 2021
Data source: FSS TAR data for January 2021
FSS Partners